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Home Ownership Panel (HOP)  

Minutes of Virtual meeting held on TUESDAY 22 June 2021 
 

via ZOOM from 6.00PM - 7.30PM  
 
 

1 Welcome, introductions, apologies declarations of Interest 

1.1 The Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting.  

1.2 No declarations of Interest made 

2 Minutes of last meeting 4 May Feb 2021 and matters arising  

2.1 Minutes taken as read 

2.2 One amendment put forward 7.3 salesforce is one word 

3 Resident Inspection Team Update ––Chair of RIT  

3.1 Update on last inspection regarding sinking funds.  

• Light touch inspection with no focus groups but enough feedback was received from 
residents.  

• Surprising how many people didn’t know they paid into a sinking fund or what they can 
be used for.  

• High number of staff completed questionnaire. 

• Recommendations are currently being negotiated, including clear communications, stop 
using the term ‘provisions’ and use sinking funds, make sinking fund statements clearer. 

• Homeowner team have taken on board recommendations will follow up on these. 

3.2 Next inspection is Decants. 

4 Consultation / decision making process; pre and post Section 20 communications - 
Compliance & Home Ownership Manager 

4.1 Paper taken as read. The report is based on what RIT have requested and been agreed through 
recommendations from the Sinking funds inspection.  

• explains the process to contract managers.  

• Defines what pre engagement means.  

• Hyde need an agile/flexible approach when it comes to pre engagement dependant on 
property type, scheme, nature of work etc. 

4.2 Hyde recognise that payment plans are needed for homeowners. This is being investigated 
internally. Contract managers are on board with this proposal. 

4.3 HOP member questioned the consistency of sinking funds across estates. Are there any plans 
to review who has sinking funds and where they need to be removed? Do residents have a say 
in whether they have a sinking fund? 
Hyde response: Reviewing sinking funds is a recommendation from the latest RIT inspection. 
Most leases allow for sinking funds. Best practice would be to have one but consultation takes 
place before introducing a sinking fund. 
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4.4 Compliance & Home Ownership Manager There is there more scope for informal comms around 
Section 20s. Hyde would always want to give as much notice as possible. In the future Hyde will 
send residents a pre notice consultation 
 
HOP member asked for further explanation on how Hyde will engage with residents before, 
during and after S20 consultation. Hyde need to be more proactive with communications. 

4.5 Compliance & Home Ownership Manager: Historically Hyde has not needed to do large scale 
S20 consultations. The need to do this going forward has forced internal change. The lack of 
communication has been picked up by the team; previously Hyde have done what they could do 
in the time restraints rather than what we would want to do. There is significant high profile 
discussions around S20 within Hyde. 

4.6 HOP member: Commented that at monthly update meetings, safer homes delivery manager 
does not take ownership of issues that are brought up. His response is that “it is nothing to do 
with his team.”  Compliance & Home Ownership Manager apologised. 

5 Plans for Life Cycle of Homeowner sessions – HOP Chair 

5.1 Summary of papers given 

5.2 Proposed focus groups: 

• Communication 

• Repairs and Estate Services 

• Capacity and capability of Employees 

• Transparency and working with customers 

5.3 HOP members discussed topics and were uncomfortable with capacity and capability of staff. 
Concerns that conversation could become very negative and personnel. 
HOP vice chair Suggested that we look at this from a different perspective and have focus group 

on  
“Navigation Though Hyde”. This will pick up all the different threads from the survey. 
 
HOP members were in agreement.  

5.4 Agreed Focus Groups: 

• Communication 

• Repairs and Estate Services 

• Navigating Hyde 

• Transparency and working with customers 

5.5 HOP discussion on sourcing participants for the focus groups. Agreed: 

• 30 HOP interest / observers - contact to invite to take part in focus group.  

• 130 Benchmarking Survey respondents identified as wanting to take part in focus group 

 

5.6 HOP discussion on take up on focus group, number of participants and drop off rate to ensure  
focus groups are well attended. Agreed: 

• Ideally would like 12-13 participants 

• To allow for drop off rates stop registration for groups at 30 

5.7 Discussion on dates and HOP members who have availability. Agreed that all HOP  
members do not need to attend every focus group. RC and KW to co-chair groups  

5.8 Agreed dates: 

• Communication - 21 July  

• Repairs and Estate Services - 10 or 17 August  

• Navigating Hyde – 22 September  

• Transparency – 19 October  
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5.9 HOP Chair: Need to ensure that clear messaging and guidelines are issued before the focus  
groups to ensure they are productive and give positive feedback for improvement. Suggested 
that a reminder email is sent a few days before to re-enforce these guidelines 

5.10 Director of Customer Experience: Need to be clear in preliminary information what the role of  
HOP is. Need to be clear that the improvements are Hyde’s responsibility. Would like to see  
clear tangible recommendations from HOP as a result of the focus groups. 

5.11 HOP chair: Would like a pre-meeting call (before each focus group)  to discuss potential  
questions to ask and how to steer conversation. ACTION 

5.12 Customer Involvement Manager If participants bring up some individual issues on the focus  
group the CI team will take these away and plug them back into the services they need to talk  
to.  

5.13 HOP vice-chair questioned what the output would be from the sessions. 
 
HOP chair:  2 elements to the output; one from HOP which would centre around comms and 

promoting 
 the group and the output from Hyde 
 
Director of Customer Experience:: In the long term the recommendation would be taken away  
and mapped against things that we are already doing or in discussion about. Hyde would then  
look at the gaps and what can be done in the short term (6-12 months)  

5.14 The focus group Comms plan and messaging needs to be finalised. This will be shared 
 on The OAK by end June. ACTION  

6 Service Charge group update  

6.1 HOP chair and vice chair apologised that they were not able to attend meeting on 21.06.21 

6.2 Previous HOP observers attended. Their involvement wil be formalised and commented they 
made positive contributions 

6.3 
 

Slides shared on HOP forum. Outlined plan looking at who is responsible for specific 
areas/topics. However residents challenged this and want to look at the process and what isn’t 
working. How an invoice gets to an individual’s service charge and where the errors are made. It 
was agreed that a process would be shared and looked at in the next meeting. 

6.4 Director of Customer Experience:: Commented that the feedback from residents was very 
useful. Looking at taking a life cycle approach to the issue and be more creative at how service 
charges are looked at. Residents will have access to training resources and how we work so can 
see how Hyde processes work in the background. 

6.5 Customer Involvement Manager commented that it was overall a positive meeting and a step 
forward has been made. There was a willingness to speak to each other to get things right. This 
is a working group and looks at how things can be improved and make it better through 
collaboration and partnership working. 

6.6 Director of Customer Experience: What he took away from the meeting was the need for project 
management resource to be able to coordinate across the different parts of the business.  
HOP chair: Emphasised the need to document discussions and track how thing are 
implemented. This is to show what progress has been made and enable residents to hold Hyde 
to account. 
Director of Customer Experience: Agreed and has asked for a plan to be able to track 
improvements. This work needs to be output focussed. 

6.7 Next Service Charge group meeting is 19th July 2021 – provisional date 
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7 Customer Voice and Customer Involvement Team update - Customer Involvement 
Manager 

7.1 Paper taken as read.  

7.2 The CI insight work will help to track progress of CI strategy. Looking at measuring outcomes as 
well as counting the residents involved. Going forward this will enable CI team to look at trends 
and what encourages engagement. 
 
HOP discussion on the benefit of tracking CI involvement and how data has been collected. The 
data will be more beneficial over time when trends can be seen and identified. 

7.3 HOP chair: Question regarding the OAK. Report states number of accounts but can the number 
of active log ins be counted? 
 
Confirmed that we can track active log ins. These had dropped off over the last year. CI team 
are looking at the OAK as a whole. In the short term this means looking at the structure and 
making improvements. In the long term ensure the OAK can develop and link in with Hyde’s new 
digital platforms. 

8 AOB 

8.1 New Hyde CEO. PD is going to be CEO of Homes England. Director of Customer Experience 
comment that corporate plans and strategies are all in place and programmes such as digital 
would continue. 

8.2 HOP vice chair: Rolling agenda item relating to service charge discussion to be removed (from 
February) as this didn’t take place.  

 Date of next meeting – Tuesday 7th September 2021 
 

 

 


